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An Observation is different from an Intervention!

Bayesian Network model associations/dependencies and and integrate
observations (via conditioning). 
In order to integrate causalities and interventions, we have to extent the
concept.
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Common Cause Principle
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Common Cause Principle (Reichenbach, 1956): If there is a statistical dependence between variables 
X and Y (e.g S-B)  then X causally influences Y,  or Y causally influences X (e.g. S→B , B →S) ,  or there
exists Z causally influencing both (e.g. A→  B and A → S). We use this Reichenbach assumption in the
following.
In practice, causalities may also arise for other reasons , e.g. when the variables follow a physical law
and then only look as if they depend on each other.

A

S                        B



How to treat scurvy?
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Experiment by James Lind (18th century) 
- 12 scorput sailors treated with different avids (vinegar, cider, lemon)
- Only the sailors treated by lemon improved

Experiment: Data of 80 sailors with respect to Treatment, Recovery and Age  

Simpsons Paradoxon: Reversal of association after considering a third variable



Resolving the Paradoxon
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Association Net (G,P) Intervention Net (Gdo(T),Pdo(T)) 

Age                                                                          Age

Treatment            Recovery                           do Treatment              Recovery   

In G all possible causalities are modelled.

In Gdo(T) all influences stemming from „natural causes“ 
of the intervention variables (Treatment) are removed.

- P(recovery I lemons)  ist not the same as Pdo(lemons)(recovery) 
This is a common misinterpretation, the reason of the Simpson paradoxon

- We should treat scurvy with lemons if                                                                                                
Pdo(lemons)(recovery) > Pdo(no lemons)(recovery)



Using the do-operator
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Learn the Bayesian Network (G,P) from data (parametric estimation using the tables)

P(old)=P(young) = 40/80=0.5
P(lemons I old) = (9+21)/40= 0.75, P(lemons I young) = (7+3)/40 =0.25
P(recovery I old,lemons) = 0.3         P(recovery I old,no lemons)= 0.2
P(recovery I young, lemons) = 0.7   P(recovery I young , no lemons) = 0.6

Using only observations gives
0.4 =P(recovery I lemons) < P(recovery I no lemons) = 0.5

Intervention Network:  Estimate Pdo(T) (recovery) by using information about (G,P) and Gdo(T)

Pdo(lemon) (recovery) = Pdo(lemon) (recovery,lemons, young) +Pdo(lemon) (recovery, lemons,old) =
= Pdo(lem) (rec I lem, young) Pdo(lem) (lem,young) + Pdo(lem) (rec I lem,old) Pdo(lem) (lem,old)
= Pdo(lem) (rec I lem, young) Pdo(lem) (young) + Pdo(lem) (rec I lem,old) Pdo(lem) (old)        (treatment lemon)
= P(rec I lem, young) P(young) + P(rec I lem,old) P(old)   (age as influence for treatment is removed)
= 0.7x0.5+0.3x0.5 = 0.5
Pdo(no lemon) (recovery) = 0.4 (with the same method)

We should treat scurvy with lemons. 

Note that the same method was used for the famous
data set for kidney stone recovery with 700 patients
and two treatments in 1986.



Causality versus Correlation
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Structural Equation Modeling (Structure Causal Models) is very popular in economics

Y=X+1 ,  Z=Y*2

Y=Z/2, X=Y-1
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Structural Equation Modeling (Structure Causal Models) is very popular in economics

Y:=X+1 ,  Z:=Y*2

Y:=Z/2, X:=Y-1
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Pearl‘s Causal Calculus

Note that we use the short notion of Pearl in the following, i.e. 
P(y I do(x),z,w) = Pdo(x)(y I z,w)
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Pearl‘s Causal Calculus

Judea Pearl’s “The Book of Why”, 2018, coauthored with the journalist Dana MacKenzie describes the story “Is there scientific evidence on the
health benefits of quitting smoking?” . You’ll find a good motivation about causation in future intelligent Systems in this award winning book.

General Properties of the do-calculus

The do-calculus is complete: Whenever a causal effect is
estimatable from data, a sequence of steps using the three rules
eliminates the do-operator.

The corresponding decision problem is tractable: Shpitser‘s
algorithm decides if a solution exist in polynomial time.

Remarks about the do-calculus
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Pearl‘s Causal Calculus

The do-calculus is complete: Whenever a causal effect is estimatable from
data, a sequence of steps using the three rules eliminates the do-operator.

The corresponding decision problem is tractable: Shpitser‘s algorithm decides
if a solution exist in polynomial time.

Judea Pearl’s “The Book of Why”, 2018, coauthored with the journalist Dana 
MacKenzie describes the story “Is there scientific evidence on the health 
benefits of quitting smoking?”  
and also his vision about causation in intelligent Systems



Mechanization of cognitive abilities with probabilistic networks 

Associations (“Observation”) Bayes, Belief, Conditional Probabilities 

Are headaches an indication of a brain tumor? How likely is it that a 
customer who buys a Golf also wants a towbar? 

Intervention (“Action”)    Do Operator , Model Revision, Causality

If I take aspirin, will my headaches be cured? What happens to our sales 
if we increase the price by 10%? 

Imagination (“Understanding")Counterfactuals, Mining worlds that could have been

Was it aspirin that stopped my headache? What if I hadn't smoked in the 
last 2 years? What is the probability that a customer who bought a Golf 
would have bought the car if we had increased the price by 10% at the 
time?
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